Tuba Eb ♭

Windows of the World

PETER GRAHAM
2 - Rainforest

Lento e cantabile \( \frac{d}{\text{c. 64}} \)

One (players alternate - stagger breathing)

3 - The Rising Sun

Imperioso \( \frac{d}{\text{c.64}} \)
4 - Drums of Thunder

Freely $j = 52$

A in tempo acc.

B Energico $j = c. 138$

Kum - wam-bo! warrr... Kum (1st time only)
Repeat three times
1st time only
accel.

5 - Celtic Dream

Adagio \( \text{q} = 60 \)

Andante mesto \( \text{q} = 44 \)

To coda 2nd time
Swing, jungle style \( \frac{j}{d} = 104 \)

\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
\text{A} & \text{B} & \text{C} & \text{Double bass (pizz.)} \\
\end{array} \]

6 - Earth Walk

Funk style \( \frac{j}{d} = 112 \)
Windows of the World

PETER GRAHAM
2 - Rainforest

Lento e cantabile  \( \frac{d}{=} \) \( c. \) 64

A One (players alternate - stagger breathing)

3 - The Rising Sun

Imperioso  \( \frac{d}{=} \) \( c.64 \)
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Swing, jungle style $j = 104$
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Tuba B♭ B.C.